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v What turns frontiers into barriers? 

v In natural ecologies - When porous cells feel threatened 

v In human interactions - When human communities feel 
threatened

v COVID 19 and the end of  social relations:

v Natural Ecologies – Covid-19 enter a Cell - T-Cell 
destroy it. 

v Human interactions: Infected humans are well known 
thanks to tracing and app-tracing, and quarantined or 
jailed. 
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v A Virus as dependent on very specific nutrition

(proteins, lipids) and needs to reproduce (nucleotides);  
Without those the virus dies.

v Virus ‘crown’ allows for attachment to a cell, then 
enter the cell as a Trojan Horse, and then reproduces; 
and sheds from one host to the next.

v Antibodies are ‘killer cells’ (T-cells)that know the virus, 
and destroy the infected cell – they know whose are true 
citizens of  Troy; because they have immunological memory. 
This is what vaccination does – it introduces memory into 
our so called t-cell. 
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v This is what 1/10,000 of  a millimeter virus does to 

our cells
v The Virus attaches itself  to the cell; become a ‘Trojan 

Horse’ to get in; reproduces; and, leaves/sheds
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v If  we don’t have vaccination or T-cell (with memory) what can 

we do (1) wall-out our body from the virus? (2) break-the-chain of  
reproduction of  the virus?

v Our secret weapon is research in immunology and human 
behavior (social sciences)!

v Wall-out => wash all with soap and water or antiseptics, were a 
mask, protective gears 

v Break the chain=> isolate from each others, i.e. self-isolate inside 
our own communities

v The Virus spread ratio 1-3 or 4-5 is extremely important re. herd 
immunity (1-3/doubles 5 days or faster) 

v A-symptomatic cases– how to control the virus spread - are a 
great problem (1/10000 is a-symptomatic for 21 days - ) 
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v Option #1 Mitigate the spread of  the virus

v Option #2 Suppression of  the spread of  the virus

v Option #3 Elimination of  the virus
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v Option #1 Mitigate the spread of  the virus

v Flattening the curve requires progressive levels of  social 
distancing – hardened with time – closing schools, large 
gathering, forbidding walks outside farther than a km away 
from home (monitoring by cell phone of  all movements) -
border controls. This is costly and yet is cheaper than Options 
# 2 and 3. 

v It requires very good social discipline
v It is costly but it saves lives; 

economists suggests that saving lives is 
cheaper than not –

v Full lockdown is borders all around us
v The international boundary-line is 

only one of  many borders 
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v Option #2 Suppression of  the spread of  the virus

v Includes tracking down all community transmission - and imposing 
quarantine for all infected and all contacts with those infected with or 
without symptoms. 

v Such strategy weakens the transmission chain of  the virus. It is 
progressive and takes time. It has a less costly than Option #3 but 
requires more public sector partnerships. It requires some testing. 

v The Covid19 Border is in the tracking and, it is the quarantine – Note:  the 
border is individualizing – it is NOT an international boundary line; it is 
a biological border that is implemented – isolate the virus
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v Option #3 Elimination of  the virus

v Elimination requires turning around the way we think about 
progressive public action and border. The policy is 
individualizing each virus case & cutting the transmission of  the 
virus – contact tracing, quarantines and testing are implemented - & 
can include surveillance for enforcement of  social discipline. 
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v Option #3 Elimination of  the virus

v Is extremely effective because it brings the border of  
the virus to each infected individual: it breaks all chains of  
transmission but requires both health and surveillance 
to work together with testing at a scales large enough 
to protect the community i.e. all territorial borders are 
enforced on crossers/travelers, and quarantine for all 
infected, and systematic contact tracing, and cell 
phone surveillance and enforcement. 

v The onus is on the infected, asymptomatic / 
shedding thanks to digital contact tracing –

v Each infected is bordered-out of  the community!
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v What is the nature of  metaphor in defining frontiers and 

borders in the social science, sciences and humanities? 

v In the natural environment  –

v Cells – some are ‘porous’ others are ‘walls’ – porosity and 
resistance are key to the species’ survival.  Completely 
walled-in organisms die. Porosity offer resistance and feeds 
off  of  the environment.

v Borders are zones in natural habitat where organisms 
become interactive due to meeting of  different species, or 
physical conditions (Layers of  temperature, Shore line)

v Boundaries are limits in natural habitat beyond which a 
species does not stray (Lions / Wolves).

v Borderland/line is an area of  intense natural exchange and 
natural selection between different humans/organisms.


